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Abstract
I study the critical behavior of a traffic model with an absorbing state. The model is a variant
of the Nagel-Schreckenberg (NS) model, in which drivers do not decelerate if their speed is smaller
than their headway, the number of empty sites between them and the car ahead. This makes
the free-flow state (i.e., all vehicles traveling at the maximum speed, vmax, and with all headways
greater than vmax) absorbing; such states are possible for for densities ρ smaller than a critical value
ρc = 1/(vmax + 2). Drivers with nonzero velocity, and with headway equal to velocity, decelerate
with probability p. This absorbing Nagel-Schreckenberg (ANS) model, introduced in [Phys. Rev. E
95, 022106 (2017)], exhibits a line of continuous absorbing-state phase transitions in the ρ-p plane.
Here I study the propagation of activity from a localized seed, and find that the active cluster is
compact, as is the active region at long times, starting from uniformly distributed activity. The
critical exponents δ (governing the decay of the survival probability) and η (govening the growth
of activity) vary continuously along the critical line. The exponents satisfy a hyperscaling relation
associated with compact growth.
∗ email: dickman@fisica.ufmg.br
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I. INTRODUCTION
The Nagel-Schreckenberg (NS) model plays an important role in traffic modeling via
cellular automata [1]. This simple model represents the effect of fluctuations in driving
behavior via the spontaneous reduction of drivers’ velocities with probability p. In the
original NS model any vehicle with nonzero velocity is subject to this process. Recently,
a modified NS model was introduced in which there is no deceleration when the velocity
is smaller than the headway, that is, the number of empty sites between a vehicle and
the one ahead of it [2]. This seemingly minor modification makes the the free-flow state
(all vehicles traveling at the maximum speed, vmax, and all headways greater than vmax)
absorbing. Absorbing free-flow states are possible for densities ρ smaller than a critical
value, ρc = 1/(vmax + 2).
The modified model, called the absorbing Nagel-Schreckenberg (ANS) model, exhibits
a line of absorbing-state phase transitions between free and congested flow in the ρ − p
plane [3]. A key conclusion of Ref. [2] is that the original NS model possesses a phase
transition only for p = 0. For p > 0 there is a source of activity, hence no absorbing state.
Remarkably, the phase diagram of the ANS model is reentrant, with activity restricted to
intermediate values of p over a certain range of densities. The initial study of the ANS model
left a number of questions open regarding its phase diagram and critical behavior. Here I
examine these issues in greater detail, focussing on the propagation of activity starting from
a localized active region in an inactive (absorbing) background. In studies of absorbing-state
phase transitions [4–6], spreading studies are useful in determining the phase diagram and
the critical exponents associated with spread of activity (“spreading exponents”). I find
rather surprisingly that the spreading exponents δ and η vary continuously on the boundary
between absorbing and active phases. They satisfy, to good approximation, a hyperscaling
relation associated with compact growth [7], consistent with the observation that activity is
restricted to a compact region in the ANS model.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In the next section I define the ANS
model. Sec. III reports simulation results for the phase boundary and spreading exponents,
followed by a summary and discussion in Sec. IV.
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II. MODEL
The NS model and its absorbing counterpart (ANS) are defined on a ring of L sites, each of
which may be empty or occupied by a vehicle with velocity v = 0, 1, ..., vmax. (I use vmax = 5,
as is standard in studies of the NS model.) The dynamics, which occurs in discrete time,
conserves the number N of vehicles; the associated intensive control parameter is ρ = N/L.
Denoting the position of the i-th vehicle by xi, we define the headway di = xi+1 − xi − 1
as the number of empty sites between vehicles i and i + 1. Each time step consists of four
substeps:
• Each vehicle with vi < vmax increases its velocity by one unit: vi → vi + 1
• Each vehicle with vi > di reduces its velocity to vi = di.
• NS model: each vehicle with vi > 0 reduces its velocity by one unit with probability
p.
ANS model: each vehicle with vi > 0 and velocity equal to headway (vi=di) reduces
its velocity by one unit with probability p.
• All vehicles advance their position in accord with their velocity.
Given the velocities vi and headways di, there is no need to keep track of positions: the
final substep is simply di → di− vi + vi+1 for i = 1, ..., N − 1, and dN → dN − vN + v1. Thus∑N
i=1 di is also conserved. By the configuration we understand the set of velocities {vi} and
headways {di}. (Given the configuration, the vehicle positions are defined up to a common
additive constant.) Note that vehicle i has no influence on vehicle i + 1 ahead of it, but is
influenced by this vehicle, since vi+1 affects the headway di, which in turn influences vi. This
implies that changes in velocity propagate upstream, i.e., from vehicle i to vehicle i− 1.
The modification of the third substep leads to several notable changes in behavior com-
pared to the original NS model [2]. The ANS model exhibits a phase transition for general
p, whereas the NS model has a phase transition only for p = 0 [8, 9]. The low-density,
absorbing phase has vi = vmax and di ≥ vmax + 1, ∀i; in this phase all drivers advance in a
deterministic manner, with the flux given by j = ρvmax. The configuration is frozen. In the
active state, by contrast, a nonzero fraction of vehicles have di ≤ vmax. For such vehicles,
changes in velocity are possible, and the configuration changes with time.
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Activity in the ANS model is associated with vehicles with vi < vmax, or with di = vmax,
which can suffer a reduction in velocity. Since the absorbing state is characterized by
vi = vmax, ∀i, one might be inclined to define the activity density simply as ρa = vmax − v.
Nevertheless, not all configurations with vi = vmax,∀i are absorbing: a vehicle with di = vmax
may reduce its speed to vmax−1. Since such a reduction occurs with probability p, we define
the activity density as:
ρa = vmax − v + pρa,2 ≡ ρa,1 + pρa,2, (1)
where v denotes the mean velocity and ρa,2 is the fraction of vehicles with vi = di = vmax.
Similarly, in the spreading studies reported below, we define the instantaneous activity so:
a(t) =
N∑
i=1
[(vmax − vi) + pδvi,vmax ] . (2)
Thus the activity is zero if and only if the configuration is absorbing, that is, if vi = vmax,
and di > vmax, ∀i. We refer to vehicles with vi < vmax as “active type-1” and those with
vi = vmax and di = vmax as “active type-2.”
Systematic investigation of the steady-state flux leads to the conclusion that the ρ -
p plane can be divided into three regions [2]. To begin, we recall that for ρ > 1/7 and
p > 0, the mean velocity v must be smaller than vmax, so that the activity is nonzero in this
regime. For ρ ≤ 1/7, absorbing configurations exist for any value of p. There is nevertheless
a region with ρ < 1/7 in which activity is long-lived. In this region, which we call the active
phase, the steady state depends on whether the initial configuration (IC) has little activity
(homogeneous) or much activity (jammed). Outside the active phase, all ICs evolve to an
absorbing configuration; we call this the absorbing phase.
A surprising feature of the boundary between active and absorbing phases is that it is
reentrant: for a given density in the range 0.114 < ρ < 1/7, the absorbing phase is observed
for both small and large p values, and the active phase for intermediate values. We denote
the upper and lower branches of the phase boundary by p+(ρ) and p−(ρ), respectively; they
meet at ρc,< ' 0.114.
The phase diagram of the ANS model for a given, fixed p (with 0 < p < 1), is similar
to that of a conserved stochastic sandpile (CSS) [10, 11]. In the sandpile, there are no
absorbing configurations for particle density ρ > zc − 1, where zc denotes the toppling
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threshold; nevertheless, the absorbing-state phase transition occurs at a density ρc strictly
smaller than zc − 1. That is, activity survives for densities between ρc and zc − 1, despite
the existence of absorbing configurations in this interval of densities. Similarly, in the ANS
model, although absorbing configurations exist for ρ < 1/7, the phase transition occurs at
some density smaller than 1/7, depending on the deceleration probability p. Another feature
shared by the ANS model and the CSS is that activity is coupled to a conserved density
(that of vehicles or of particles), which remains frozen in regions devoid of activity.
III. SPREADING SIMULATIONS
I study the ANS model on rings with N ' 104 − 2× 105 vehicles, in realizations running
to a maximum time of N steps. The density (ρ ≤ 1/7) is fixed in the initial condition,
using headways di set as uniformly as possible. Recall that the number of vehicles per site
is ρ = 1/(d + 1). Thus for ρ = 1/n with n an integer, we can simply take di = n − 1,
∀i. For other densities, the initial di take two integer values, arranged in a unit cell that
is repeated to form a system of N vehicles. Initially all vehicles have maximum speed,
vi = vm = 5, except for vN = 0. In the ensuing evolution, this initially stationary vehicle
provokes localized activity, since vehicles upstream are obliged to slow down. Since activity
propagates at a speed smaller than one vehicle per time step, setting the maximum time
equal the number of vehicles guarantees that activity never reaches the first vehicle.
Following the usual practice in analyses of spreading at absorbing-state phase transitions
[12], I study the survival probability P (t), and the mean value of the activity a(t), as well as
the mean distance between the first and last active vehicles R(t), as functions of time. At
a continuous phase transition to an absorbing state [4, 6, 12], these quantities are expected
to follow asymptotic power laws,
P (t) ∝ t−δ (3)
a(t) ∝ tη, (4)
R(t) ∝ tz/2 (5)
where δ, η and z are critical exponents. The power-law dependence of P and a on time
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provides a useful criterion for estimating critical parameter values. In spreading processes
free of drift, such as directed percolation (DP), it is common to study R2(t), defined as
the mean-square distance of active sites from the original seed, which is expected to follow
R2 ∝ tz. In a process in which activity propagates with nonzero velocity, as in the present
case, the natural analog of R2 is the mean-square radius of gyration of the set of active sites.
In one dimension it is convenient to define R simply as the distance (in terms of vehicle
index) between the right- and leftmost active vehicles.
Before analyzing the statistics of spreading, it is interesting to examine examples of the
spreading process in space-time plots, where “space” refers to vehicle index not position on
the road. Inspection of such plots confirms that activity propagates upstream, and reveals
that the active region is essentially compact. This means that although the region between
the first and last active vehicles may include inactive ones, there is no branching into two
or more active regions that separate over time; the activity density inside the active region
tends to a constant nonzero value as time increases. Thus critical spreading in the ANS
model is quite different from that in directed percolation or the contact process [4–6] (in
which active regions can branch, and have an activity density tending to zero as t → ∞),
and rather similar to that of compact directed percolation (CDP) [13], in which the active
region contains no inactive sites.
An example of spreading from a localized seed within the active phase (ρ = 1/7, p = 0.5)
is shown in Fig. 1. The active region remains compact, initially expanding linearly with
time, before saturating at a stationary value, once activity has run through the system.
FIG. 1: A typical spreading process in the active phase, starting from localized activity. Parameters
ρ = 1/7, p = 0.5, system size L = 500, periodic boundaries, maximum time 103. Black symbols
denote active vehicles. Horizontal position denotes vehicle number; time increases downward.
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FIG. 2: A typical evolution in the active phase starting from uniform activity. Parameters ρ = 1/7,
p = 0.5, system size L = 200, maximum time 350.
Starting from configurations in which activity is distributed uniformly over the entire
system, rather than restricted to a localized seed as in spreading experiments, one observes
a rapid extinction and coalescence of activity, until only a single active region remains. The
early stages of this process are illustrated in Fig. 2, for density ρ = 1/7 and p = 1/2. (In
this case, initially, even-numbered vehicles have speed zero, while odd-numbered vehicles
have speed vmax.) The initially uniform activity breaks into many small active regions,
most of which rapidly die out. (Although three active regions remain at the latest time
shown in the figure, at later times only a single active region remains.) The restriction
of activity to a single region at long times involves two processes: disappearance of some
active regions via fluctuations, and coalescence of active regions. The latter be understood
qualitatively by noting that the more active a region is, the faster it moves upstream relative
to the inactive background, so that it eventually merges with other less active regions. A
consequence of this spatial segregation of activity is that the ANS model does not possess a
statistically homogeneous active steady state, a feature that sets it apart from many other
models exhibiting a phase transition to an absorbing state, such as DP, the contact process
(even with particle drift) or (nondriven) conserved sandpiles. (It also explains the failure
of efforts to devise a mean-field description based on the hypothesis of a uniform activity
density [14].)
Turning to examples of spreading along the critical line, I find that propagation of activity
in a critical system follows the same general tendency to compactness noted above, although
in this case vehicles may on occasion remain active for some time after the wave of activity
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has passed. Figure 3 shows spreading on the lower critical line (ρ = 1/8, p = 0.26830). The
inset of this figure plots the active vehicles versus time (increasing downward), as in Figs. 1
and 2. At this scale one observes steady upstream propagation of activity. To visualize the
evolution of the active cluster, the main graph shows the active vehicles in the comoving
frame, i.e., if vehicle i is active a time t, a mark is placed at x = i + ut, with −u the mean
velocity of activity propagation. (In this case, u = 0.71196 vehicles per time step.) In this
figure, active vehicles of types 1 and 2 are denoted in red (black), respectively. Only a small
fraction of active vehicles are type-2; they are found principally at the boundaries of the
active region. Another notable feature of the evolution is that the trailing (right) edge of
the active cluster fluctuates much more than the leading edge. The latter advances at a
fairly steady pace, except for sudden retreats that seem to be associated with the arrival of
inactive clusters (white voids in the field of red) at the edge. Spreading on the upper critical
line (see Fig. 4) is qualitatively similar.
The characteristics of spreading change as one approaches density 1/7 ' 0.142857 along
the lower critical line. This regime features smaller values of the deceleration probability
p than elsewhere along the critical line. Figure 5, for ρ = 0.142518 and p = 0.08148,
shows that here, type-2 active vehicles are the majority, and that such vehicles may remain
active for a considerable time interval, even when the leading edge of the active region has
passed. Despite this, there is no significant branching of activity on large time scales. A
similar evolution occurs at slightly smaller densities, as shown in Fig. 5. In this case the
propagation speed appears to switch between two values.
A. Phase boundary
Using the criterion of power-law decay of the survival probability P (t), I determine the
phase boundary in the ρ - p plane. Obtaining reliable estimates for the critical values p<(ρ)
and p>(ρ) requires simulations of fairly large systems (typically, a maximum size of 1 -
2 ×105) and large samples, on the order of 107 (109) on the lower (upper) critical line.
The results, plotted in Fig. 7, show the two branches meeting at a density near 0.11375.
The phase boundary appears smooth, but with a rather sudden downward swerve near the
terminus at ρ = 1/7, p = 0.
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FIG. 3: Typical spreading process on the lower critical line, ρ = 1/8, p = 0.2683, system size
L = 20 000, maximum time tm = 20 000. Red and black symbols denote active vehicles of types 1
and 2, respectively. Inset: horizontal position denotes vehicle number; time increases downward.
Main graph: activity viewed in comoving frame (see text for details).
FIG. 4: Typical spreading process on the upper critical line viewed in comoving frame as in Fig. 4.
Density ρ = 1/8, p = 0.89595, system size L = 20 000, maximum time tm = 20 000.
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FIG. 5: Typical spreading process on the lower critical line, ρ = 0.142518, p = 0.08148, L = tm =
105, as in Fig. 1. Red and black symbols denote active vehicles of types 1 and 2, respectively.
FIG. 6: Typical spreading process on the lower critical line, ρ = 0.137931, p = 0.1301, L = tm =
104, as in Fig. 1. Red and black symbols denote active vehicles of types 1 and 2, respectively.
B. Spreading exponents
The critical exponent δ governs the asymptotic slope of the survival probability P (t)
plotted versus time on log scales; Fig. 8 shows this slope varying significantly, and system-
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FIG. 7: Phase boundary in the ρ - p plane. Error bars smaller than symbols. Lines are guides to
the eye. The vertical dashed line corresponds to density 1/7.
atically on the phase boundary. The figure reveals three stages in the evolution of P (t): an
early stage with P (t) = 1, an intermediate crossover regime, and a final regime of power-law
decay. The first two stages are prolonged near the limiting density of 1/7.
To obtain precise results for the spreading exponents and the phase boundary (shown in
Fig. 7), I analyze the local slope, δ(t), determined via piecewise linear fits to lnP versus ln t
on a sliding window extending from ln(t/3) to ln 3t. Plotting δ(t) versus 1/t allows one to
eliminate off-critical values and to extrapolate the slope to infinite time, thereby reducing
finite-time corrections to scaling [4, 12]; an example is shown in Fig. 9. Analyses of this kind
lead to the results listed in Table I. Over most of the phase boundary, δ increases with p; it
varies by a factor of four on the critical line. Figure 10 shows that δ varies smoothly along
the phase boundary, attaining a maximum value of 1.978 for ρ = 0.14 on the upper line, and
a minimum of about 0.49 at density 0.12 on the lower line. (Even higher values may occur
on the upper line, for densities between 0.14 and 1/7. Exponents have not been determined
for this range of densities, due to the long times required to attain the asymptotic scaling
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regime.)
ρ pc δ η z/2
lower critical line
0.113778 0.5970(1) 0.8485(10) -0.324(4) 0.555(2)
0.113879 0.5787(2) 0.8240(1) -0.304(1) 0.528(1)
0.114280 0.5420(2) 0.721(1) -0.199(1) 0.522(1)
0.114750 0.5135(1) 0.672(3) -0.151(4) 0.525(1)
0.117647 0.40962(1) 0.528(3) -0.030(4) 0.498(1)
0.121212 0.33025(5) 0.488(6) 0.005(8) 0.492(5)
0.125 0.26830(1) 0.4890(1) 0.015(4) 0.51(2)
0.133333 0.171988(2) 0.503(5) -0.003(2) 0.498(4)
0.140 0.11390(5) 0.55(2) -0.04(2) 0.49(1)
upper critical line
0.113778 0.6402(3) 0.953(7) -0.439(8) 0.521(1)
0.113879 0.65766(1) 1.025(2) -0.509(1) 0.525(1)
0.114280 0.6910(5) 1.045(25) -0.524(1) 0.529(1)
0.114750 0.7160(1) 1.122(12) -0.597(10) 0.521(3)
0.117647 0.79867(2) 1.379(6) -0.862(9) 0.523(3)
0.121212 0.85495(3) 1.540(17) -1.009(20) 0.535(5)
0.125 0.89595(1) 1.657(11) -1.139(13) 0.515(2)
0.133333 0.95593(3) 1.895(20) -1.392(20) 0.525(2)
0.140 0.98853(5) 1.978(1) -1.463(4) 0.510(4)
TABLE I: Values of spreading exponents along the phase boundary.
The critical exponent η also varies significantly along the phase boundary, whereas z/2
remains in a restricted range centered on 0.515, as shown in Table I. Rather than plot η itself,
it seems more informative to consider δ + η, the exponent governing the growth of activity
in surviving realizations. A hyperscaling relation for compact growth in d dimensions [7]:
δ + η =
dz
2
, (6)
is pertinent here. Over much of the phase boundary, δ+ η is approximately equal to z/2, as
expected for compact growth of the active region (see Fig. 11). Over most of the boundary,
δ+η and z show little variation: for the eight densities in the interval [0.113879, 0.14] on the
lower critical line, I find mean values of 0.509(4) and 0.508(6) for δ+η and z/2, respectively;
on the upper critical line, the corresponding means are 0.518(3) and 0.523(3). Departures
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from δ + η = z/2 may signal that the simulations have not attained the asymptotic regime.
(Note that points with z/2 < δ + η are suspect: asymptotically, the activity cannot grow
faster than the size of the active region.) Longer simulations and larger sample sizes will
be necessary to determine the spreading exponents for ρ > 0.14, and to resolve the issue of
possible violation of compact hyperscaling, a task I defer to future work. The present data
nevertheless support the hyperscaling relation for compact growth to good precision.
FIG. 8: Survival probability P (t) versus time for various points (ρ, p) along the phase boundary.
Solid lines in order of more negative to less negative slope: ρ = 0.113778, 0.113789, 0.11428,
0.11475, 0.117647, 0.12 and 0.125 on the lower critical line. Broken lines in order of less negative
to more negative slope follow the same sequence on the upper critical line. Filled circles (squares):
ρ = 0.13, upper (lower) line; open circles (squares): ρ = 0.14, upper (lower) line.
IV. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION
I study the spread of activity from an initial seed in the ANS model, a version of the Nagel-
Schreckenberg model that possesses a line of continuous absorbing-state phase transitions
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FIG. 9: Local-slope plot for ρ = 0.125 and (lower to upper p = 0.26828, 0.26829, 0.26830 and
0.26831.
in the ρ-p plane. The present study furnishes precise results for the phase boundary, verifies
the reentrant nature of the phase diagram and shows that the spreading exponents δ and η
vary continuously along the critical line, satisfying the compact-growth hyperscaling relation
δ + η = dz/2 to good approximation.
A previous study [2] yielded a set of critical exponents consistent with the values β/ν⊥ =
1/2, zd = 1 and ν⊥ = 2 for the ANS model. Here β is the order-parameter critical exponent,
ν⊥ controls the growth of the correlation length, and zd is the dynamic exponent, defined
via tsurv ∼ N zd , where tsurv is the mean lifetime of activity in a system of N vehicles at the
critical point. The ratio β/ν⊥ is determined via the scaling behavior ρa ∼ N−β/ν⊥ at the
critical point, where ρa denotes the activity density averaged over the entire system.
These results are consistent with the following scenario for the ANS model. Activity is
confined to a compact region with a nonzero activity density, ρact, even as one approaches the
critical line [15]. In the active phase, the size R of the active region has a quasistationary
(QS) mean 〈R〉QS ∼ N∆, where ∆ is the distance from the critical line [16]. Then the
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FIG. 10: Critical exponent δ vs. density ρ on the phase boundary. Lines are guides to the eye.
QS activity density (over all vehicles) is proportional to ∆ρact, consistent with β = 1. At
criticality in a finite system, the active region is a fluctuation with typical size 〈R〉QS ∼ N1/2
(hence the exponent ratio β/ν⊥ = 1/2) and has a mean lifetime τ ∼ 〈R2〉QS ∼ N , so
that zd = 1. Since activity propagates at a finite velocity, the exponent ν|| governing the
divergence of the correlation time diverges in the same manner as the correlation length,
i.e., ν|| = ν⊥ = 2, consistent with zd = ν||/ν⊥ = 1.
On the critical line in an unbounded system, starting from a localized seed of activity (the
situation in spreading simulations), the size R(t) of the active region follows an unbiased
random walk, so that the relation 〈R(t)〉 ∼ tz/2 yields z = 1. Note, by contrast, that in the
usual scaling relation, z = 2/zd [4, 6, 12], z is associated with the growth of the mean-square
distance 〈R2〉 of activity from the initial seed. In the ANS model at criticality, the active
region moves upstream at a nonzero velocity, so that 〈R2〉 ∝ t2, and by this definition, z
is indeed 2. Thus the usual definition of z (based on 〈R2〉), is not useful for characterizing
the compact or fractal nature of the active region when activity propagates at a nonzero
15
FIG. 11: Critical exponents δ+ η (squares) and z/2 (circles) vs. density ρ on the upper and lower
critical lines (open and filled symbols, respectively). Lines are guides to the eye.
velocity.
A set of spreading exponents consistent with the scenario described above is z = 1,
δ = 1/2 and η = 0, as found, for example, in compact directed percolation [7]. The scaling
relation δ = β/ν|| yields δ = 1/2 when we insert the values cited above for β and ν||, and
using this in Eq. (11) we find η = 0 for z = d = 1. But this is not the only possible consistent
set of spreading exponents. Here, surprisingly, I find that δ and η vary continuously, in a
situation reminiscent of one-dimensional random walks with an absorbing boundary at the
origin and a moveable reflector [17] or history-dependent step length [18], or CDP subject
to moveable reflectors [19]. In these cases the survival exponent δ varies continuously with
a parameter. With these examples in mind, I note that the active region in the ANS model,
being essentially compact, can also be seen as bounded by random walks. When such a
walk advances or retreats, it changes the local configuration of speeds and headways, which
can be expected to alter the likelihood of futher changes in position. While the analogy
with random walks is intuitively appealing, it is not clear that the element of irreversible
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evolution - on the part of the reflector, in the cases studied in [17, 19] - is present here. A
mapping from the rather complex dynamics of the ANS model to the simple evolution of
CDP with moveable partial reflectors is as yet lacking, and is an interesting subject for future
study. Other issues for future work are: the details of the coalescence process; the nature of
switching between slow and rapid propagation (Fig. 6); construction of an inhomogeneous
mean-field theory or continuum description.
The present study is motivated by the desire to understand the rather unusual phase
diagram uncovered in Ref. [2] (and by extension, the phase behavior of the original NS
model) rather than by possible applications to traffic on highways. Do the present results
have any implications for highway traffic? I offer the following speculation. The parameter
p (in the ANS model, the probability of deceleration when the headway just equals the
velocity) describes driving habits or culture, or some preprogrammed stochastic behavior
in the case of driverless vehicles. From the point of view of avoiding slowdowns (i.e., of
minimizing activity in the ANS model), p values near zero or near unity are optimal. In
addition, localized slowdowns die out more rapidly for p ' 1. Thus the more cautious
behavior (i.e., always decelerating when velocity equals headway) is also, surprisingly, the
one minimizing slowdowns. Whether real traffic follows this simple tendency is an open
question.
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